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Value Education Workshop

Freedom

Class VII-C

Guest Lecture Hall

21't November,2OtT (VIII Period)

vrr (A-E)

Student's workshop

IECTIVES:

. To motivate children to respect all the freedom fighters.

o ,To help them understand the true meaning of "Freedom".

. To formulat-e the thought of "Freedom of Expression of thoughts".

. To provide thb--ptudents an opportunity to have learning with fun.
\

DESCRIPITON: --

"Freedom is acquired by conquest, not by gift.

It rnust be pursued censtant!'; ar:cl res!-rcnsit !y"

-Paulo Freire
The major value in life is not in what you get but in what you give too. To inculcate the values of

enjoying freedom in its best sense and also to respect other's right to freedom, the students of VII-C

presented a workshop on "Freedom". Truly quoted by Philip Randolf : " Freedom is never given, it is
won". Its very important to understand that if we do the things in disciplined manner we can feel the

i freedom of doing it, as discipline has a direct relation with Freedom.

*- At the beginning of the workshop the students of Class VII-C presented a mime, wherein they showed

hol a peaceful soul can destroy all the negativities. Then, they presented a skit based on the everyday

situations in our lives where we think we are free but actually it's not called as freedom, for example-

they showed how a father allows his son to do late night party but on the same grounds a daughter is

never allowed. They also tested the knowledge of the audience by involving them in a Quiz

Ms. Geetika Malhotra, Headmistress also shared her valuable points and suggestions with the students

which will definitely help them to understand more of its value. On a whole, the session.,,^/as great aird

the students were full of zest and enthusiasm.
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